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The QHM cameras use a standard ethernet connection
to provide automated transfer of images to external

archives. They also have an RS-232 / USB interface for
direct control, transfer and archiving. Images are

stored in the camera's internal memory or externally
on external USB or SD Card. The QHM1 camera uses a
2 Megapixel High-sensitivity CCD array, wide dynamic
range and low noise characteristics to produce highly

accurate images in any light environment. The camera
is designed for use on a 4 foot or 5 foot microscope
tube or other mounting plate and incorporates an

RS-232 communication interface. The QHM1 camera is
ideal for applications such as veterinary medicine,

plant sciences, pet and bird medicine, wildlife,
zoology, microsurgery, and many other forensic
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microscopy applications. The camera is equipped with
a high quality f2.9 lens with 3x zoom and wide field of

view (0.18mm pitch). The camera features photo-
control and image data-control automatic exposure for

a true digital to plate system. The camera also
includes 3 FUJIFILM drive mode settings and the ability

to automatically bracket exposures to ensure the
highest quality images at all times. Because the

OV2312 sensor is a 2MP Bayer-pattern image sensor
with a global shutter (GS) feature, it captures both

RGB and IR images simultaneously. This allows
operators to capture high resolution images in real-

time for driver state monitoring (DSM) and safe visual
detection applications like video conferencing. In

addition, because the image sensor is equipped with a
pixel shift mechanism that shifts each pixel in the X
and Y axis, it delivers error-free images at 60 and 90
fps for higher frame rate rates. This GS technology is
ideal for motion detection, counting and background
removal. Its shift capability also reduces noise and

motion artifacts.
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the colorbook image management system is
developed by canon inc. and is used as a scanner,

digital still camera, scanner, color video camera, and
laser printer for pcs. the colorbook is equipped with a
16 megapixel 2x-transfered ccd camera, the largest

sensor of its type available in a device of this size and
price. it has a desktop scale and automatic document

feeder (adf) and is fully integrated into the canon
colorbook v5 multifunction platform. the user-friendly
interface offers help functions to guide you through
the process. the colorbook v5 is the first colorbook
with simultaneous duplex printing, scan, fax, and

copy, and can print 3 color documents in as little as 1
minute from the start to finish. for complete

instructions on how to install camera drivers, please
refer to the manufacturer's documentation, especially
the manuals available online. usually, you need only a

few simple steps to download, install and run your
camera driver. if you still cannot find the correct driver
to suit your needs, please contact us for professional

assistance. the web portal of skysofa facilitates access
to the astronomical equipment and enables users to
do astronomy with their pc in any remote location,
such as a dormitory, hotel, or observatory. all that's
required to get started with astronomy using an hd

webcam or telescope is a stable internet connection.
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simply connect your pc to a telescope, or connect a
webcam or two for stereoscopic viewing. when using a
webcam to monitor objects in the night sky, you need
a camera mount designed specifically for the purpose.

there are also several free software programs
available for webcam control that you can try out in

your web browser. 5ec8ef588b
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